
Service Brake Components - Lab 6 

Name(s) _______________________________ 

Obtain a brake trainer that no other group is using.   Ensure your trainer has both disc and drum brakes 

Clearly mark your trainer so other groups do not try to use it. 

Remove ALL components from one side of trainer   (be sure opposite side is not disassembled in any way) 

Ensure that no fastener, springs, etc. get lost.  Organize them! 

Use brake tools – do not use pliers, vice grips, etc.      Use line wrench on brake lines (ask if not sure) 

Use your common sense but also ASK when you get stuck. 

Identify proper torque value for every nut or bolt (record on separate paper) 

Identify______ minimum specified rotor thickness and _______ maximum specified drum diameter 

Measure _____   rotor thickness and   ______  drum diameter 

Identify each component – be ready to provide name to instructor 

Measure and record remaining friction material found on the disc brake pads and drum brake shoes. 

_____ minimum pad thickness     ______ maximum pad thickness 

_____ minimum shoe thickness   ______ maximum shoe thickness 

Figure out where any lubricant - grease - loctite – anti-seize should go and identify the proper lubricant to use. 

Before any re-assembly, call over the instructor and be ready to identify parts, show lube points, identify torque 
values, show measurement technique. (have measuring tools available for this) 

___  The instructor has not checked me off on this 

___  The instructor has checked me off on this 

Correctly re-assemble all components, practice preliminary brake shoe adjustment (brake drum off) and final 
brake adjustment (brake drum ON). 

Demonstrate proper assembly and adjustment to instructor 

___  The instructor has not checked me off on this 

___  The instructor has checked me off on this 

Be sure instructor records these check-off’s and then e-mail this completed lab to phil.krolick@linnbenton.edu 
(you can submit a signed and printed version) 
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